ATP binding is required for physiological activation of retinal guanylate cyclase.
ATP bound to retinal guanylate cyclase (retGC)/membranes prior to the assay (pre-binding effect) and during the assay (direct effect) further enhances retGC activity stimulated by GC-activating proteins (GCAPs). Here we investigate differences between these two effects. We found that the pre-binding effect, but not the direct effect, was absent in membranes pre-washed with Mg(2+)-free hypotonic buffers, that the pre-binding effect, but not the direct effect, was strictly limited to GCAP-stimulated retGC activity, and that these two effects were independent and additive rather than being synergistic. Pre-incubation with amiloride enhanced GCAP2-activated retGC activity in a manner similar to that by ATP pre-binding; however, amiloride did not directly stimulate the retGC activity. These results indicate that these two effects are mechanistically different. Levels of retGC activation by these effects and conditions required for these effects indicate that only the mechanism involving ATP pre-binding is physiologically relevant to retGC activation.